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Purpose: Mutations in the NYX gene are known to cause complete congenital stationary night blindness (CSNB1), which
is always accompanied by high myopia. In this study, we aimed to investigate the association between NYX mutations
and high myopia with or without CSNB1.
Methods: Four Chinese families having high myopia with or without CSNB1 and 96 normal controls were recruited.
We searched for mutations in the NYX gene using Sanger sequencing. Further analyses of the detected variations in the
available family members were performed, and the frequencies of the detected variations in 96 normal controls were determined to verify our deduction. The effect of each variation on the nyctalopin protein was predicted using online tools.
Results: Four potential pathogenic variations in the NYX gene were found in four families with high myopia with or
without CSNB1. Three of the four variants were novel (c.626G>C; c.121delG; c.335T>C). The previously identified variant, c.529_530delGCinsAT, was found in an isolated highly myopic patient and an affected brother, but the other affected
brother did not carry the same variation. Further linkage analyses of this family showed a coinheritance of markers at
MYP1. These four mutations were not identified in the 96 normal controls.
Conclusions: Our study expands the mutation spectrum of NYX for cases of high myopia with CSNB1; however, more
evidence is needed to elucidate the pathogenic effects of NYX on isolated high myopia.

have been recognized in this disease, including autosomal
dominant, autosomal recessive, and X-linked recessive [29].
CSNB has been commonly divided into two types, the Riggs
and the Schubert-Bornschein, based on negative electroretinogram (ERG) waveforms. For the Riggs type, rod function is diminished whereas cone function is normal [30]. A
shaped, dark-adapted ERG response to a bright flash can be
detected in the Schubert-Bornschein type [31]. Furthermore,
we classified the Schubert-Bornschein type into two subtypes: complete CSNB (cCSNB or CSNB1) with the complete
absence of rod-pathway function and incomplete CSNB
(icCSNB or CSNB2) with abnormal rod- and cone-pathway
functions [31]. Patients having CSNB1 always demonstrate
impaired night vision, strabismus, nystagmus, and high
myopia beginning in early childhood. The NYX gene (OMIM
300278), which encodes the protein nyctalopin that belongs
to a small leucine-rich repeat (LRR) protein family and is
detected in the inner and outer plexiform layers [32], has
been identified as a gene responsible for X-linked CSNB1.
Previous studies have indicated that the nob gene in mice,
which is a classical model for CSNB1 [33,34], and the NYX
gene in humans are orthologs [35], which further indicated
that NYX is associated with CSNB1. Recently, two studies
indicated that the NYX gene was associated with isolated high
myopia without CSNB1 [36,37]. These findings suggest that
the NYX gene may have a vital effect on isolated myopia. In

Myopia is one of the most prevalent ocular disorders
[1-3] and a major cause of low vision worldwide [4]. Myopia
affects 50%–70% of the population in certain urban areas of
East Asia [2,5-7], and it is expected to increase in prevalence
[1,8,9]. High myopia is defined as a refractive error above
−6.0 D, with an axial eyeball length above 26 mm. To date,
the true underlying basis of high myopia remains unclear,
though development of the disorder has been attributed to
both environmental and genetic factors [10,11]. However,
although numerous molecular genetic studies have identified
over 40 genes as candidate genes for myopia [11-28], there
is no single gene that has been consistently found to be a
crucially pathogenic factor for myopia worldwide.
The majority of cases of myopia are non-syndromic.
However, high myopia is commonly accompanied by other
eye disorders, such as Stickler syndrome, Marfan syndrome,
Cohen syndrome, Knobloch syndrome, or complete
congenital stationary night blindness (CSNB1). Congenital
stationary night blindness (CSNB) is a genetically and clinically heterogeneous disorder. Multiple inheritance patterns
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this study, we recruited four families with high myopia with
or without CSNB1 as well as 96 normal controls to investigate
the association between NYX mutations and high myopia with
or without CSNB1.

of the 96 normal controls were then performed to verify our
deduction. PCR was used to amplify the coding sequence
and the adjacent intronic sequence (NCBI: NC_000023.11,
NM_022567). We designed primers using Primer3 (Table 1).
Touchdown PCR was performed as follows: 1) 95 °C for 5 min
for denaturation; 2) 35 cycles of amplification at 95 °C for 30
s, at 64–58 °C for 30 s (starting from 64 °C and decreasing
by 0.5 °C per cycle for 14 cycles and then remaining at 58 °C
for 21 cycles), and at 72 °C for 40 s; and 3) 72 °C for 10 min
for the final extension. A cycle sequencing kit (ABI BigDye
Terminator cycle sequencing kit v3.1, Applied Biosystems)
and an ABI3100 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems)
were used for sequencing and electrophoresis, respectively.
The final sequences were compared with NYX consensus
sequences from the NCBI database using the DNASTAR
software (Madison, WI). The descriptions of the variations
followed the nomenclature recommendations (HGVS). Polymorphism Phenotyping (Polyphen-2), the Sorting Intolerant
From Tolerant Program (SIFT), Condel, and Provean were
used to predict the functional consequences of the mutations
on the encoded nyctalopin protein (Table 2). The MegAlign
program of the DNASTAR package was used to analyze the
degree of evolutionary conservation at the amino acid positions altered by the identified mutations (Figure 1).

METHODS
Subjects: We recruited four families having high myopia
(refractive error < −6.00 DS) with or without CSNB1 and 96
healthy individuals (+0.5 DS < refractive error < −0.5 DS).
All individuals received a comprehensive ophthalmic examination, including vision acuity (Topcon KR-8000, Paramus,
Japan), color vision, slit-lamp(SL-1E, Topcon, Japan), axial
length (IOL master V5.0, Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, German),
power corneal curvature, full-field ERG (ESPION-E2, Diagnosys, Littleton, MA) and fundus examination (CNAN-CR-2,
Japan), by the same experienced ophthalmologists. The inclusion criteria for the participants in this study were as follows:
1) myopia occurred before school age and 2) spherical
refraction < −6.00 DS. Patients having eye disorders other
than nystagmus, strabismus, and night blindness or having
systemic diseases were excluded. Written informed consent
conforming to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki was
obtained from each participating individual or his or her
guardian before the collection of clinical data and venous
blood.

Genotyping and linkage analysis: 5′-Fluorescently labeled
microsatellite markers were used to genotype the family
in which the mutations did not co-segregate with high
myopia with or without CSNB1. To clarify the myopia loci
of this family, polymorphic microsatellite markers covering
MYP1 and MYP13 were used in the linkage analysis. Eight
markers spaced at intervals of approximately 10 cm (Applied

Mutation screening: Genomic DNA was extracted from
venous blood leukocytes by the phenol/chloroform method.
Variations in NYX were detected in all of the recruited families using Sanger sequencing. Further analyses of the detected
variations in the available family members and the analysis

Table 1. Primers used for the amplification and sequencing of the NYX gene.
Size of amplified
fragment (bp)

Exon

Direction

Primer sequence (5′-3′)

E1

F

TGGGGAGCTTCTGATTTTCTGTTG

R

ATCCCCACCACCTGCTGTTTTCTT

F

GCGGGTGTCTTAGGTGGATA

R

GCGTGATGAAGGACAGGTTG

F

GACCTTTGGCTGACGGTTG

R

TTGTCGTTGAGCAGCAGATG

F

CTTCGACAACCTGTTCCGC

R

CTCCATCCAGTCCCTCAGC

F

CTCTACCTGGACCGCAACA

R

TTTCACCTCTGCCCTCCATT

E2A
E2B
E2C
E2D

Annealing temperature
(°C)
443 58
472 58
756 58
559 58
689 58

F: forward sequence; R: reverse sequence. The primer sequences, sizes of PCR products, and the annealing temperatures used for the
amplification are listed. Five pairs of primers were used to amplify and sequence the entire NYX coding sequence.

214

215

c.626G>C
c.121delG
c.335T>C
529_530delGCinsAT

chrX-41333332

chrX-41332827

chrX-41333041

chrX-41333235_236

p.Ala177Thr,

p.Leu112Pro,

pGlu41Sfs*100,

p.Arg209Pro,

Amino acid change

Abbreviations: Hemi: hemizygote; PrD: probably damaging; D: deleterious; N: neutral.

Nucleotide change

Position

hemi

hemi

hemi

hemi

State

PrD

PrD

PrD

Polyphen

D

D

N

Condel

Computational prediction

N

D

D

Provean

Table 2. Variations in the NYX gene detected in 4 families with high myopia with or without CSNB.
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D

D
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Biosystems, Foster City, CA) were used for the genotyping,
and an X-chromosome linkage scan was performed as previously described [38]. Haplotypes were generated using the
Cyrillic 2.1 program and were confirmed by inspection
(Figure 2).
RESULTS
Four families met the criteria of high myopia with or
without CSNB1. We detected four hemizygotic variations in
the four families, three of which were novel: c.626G>C p.
(Arg209Pro), c.121delG p. (Glu41fs*100), and c.335T>C p.
(Leu112Pro). One mutation had previously been reported:
c.529_530delGCinsAT (p.Ala177Thr) [38]. These detected
variations were not found in the 96 normal controls. Further
analyses were performed for the families with the c.335T>C
and to c.529_530delGCinsAT mutations. However, the
proband and an affected male exhibited the previously
reported mutation to c.529_530delGCinsAT, whereas another
high myopic brother did not carry this mutation. A genotyping
and linkage analysis was performed to clarify the pathogenic
loci for high myopia in this family (Figure 2). Sequence variations were based on NM_022567.2 for the coding sequence
and NP_072089.1 for the amino acid sequence. All detected
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variants were predicted to be functionally detrimental and
occurred in highly conserved regions (Figure 1).
The missense mutation c.626G>C p. (Arg209Pro), which
was predicted to be damaging by Polyphen-2, Provean, and
SIFT, was detected in a seven-year-old boy. At the age of
five, he exhibited spherical equivalents of −9.0 D (OD) and
−10.0 D (OS; Table 3). His guardians said it was difficult for
him to walk in a dim environment. Typical changes of high
myopia and a “tigroid” appearance of the posterior retina and
optic nerve head crescent were detected in the fundus of the
boy (Figure 3). During an examination by an experienced
ophthalmologist, horizontal, continuous, oblique, pendular,
and dysconjugate eye movements typical of nystagmus
were also observed. Furthermore, an absent dark-adapted,
rod-mediated b-wave response, a deficient electronegative
configuration of the combined rod response, absent scotopic
oscillatory potentials, and an abnormal response of the cones
were detected in the boy. These signs indicated that he had
CSNB1 with high myopia (Figure 4).
The novel mutation c.121delG p. (p.Glu41fs*100) is a
frameshift change that was found in a 31-year-old female
having high myopia, with spherical equivalents of −16.00
D (OD) and −9.50 D (OS). Her corrected visual acuity was
only 0.2 (OD) and 0.4 (OS), and she had worn glasses since

Figure 1. Four NYX variants
detected in four highly myopic
families with or without CSNB1.
This figure shows the sequences
of the four probands alongside the
normal control sequence, as well as
the amino acid sequence alignment
of these four variants.
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Figure 2. Four pedigree charts
and a haplotype diagram of the
recruited families. A: Pedigree
chart of the four families and the
co-segregation analysis of the
families with the c.529–530delGCinsAT and c.335T>C mutations.
B: Family structure and haplotype
diagram of the family with the
c.529–530delGCinsAT mutation.
Solid squares represent the affected
family members, and blackened
bars indicate disease alleles.
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M
M
M
M
F
M
M

c.335T>C

c.529–530GC>AT

c.529–530GC>AT I1

c.529–530GC>AT I2

c.529–530GC>AT II2

c.529–530GC>AT II3

5 EC

9 EC

13 EC

39 None

37 EC

15 EC

11 EC

31 EC

−9.00

−11.37

−7.00

−0.25

−5.50

−21.00

−10.00

−16.00

OS

−7.50

−4.50

−0.12

−5.25

−20.00

−11.00

−9.50

−10.00

OD

exam

onset

Spherical refraction
(diopters)

Age (years) at
OD

27.93

26.12

23.88

24.39

30.71

N/A

29.87

25.28

OS

26.95

25.18

24.01

24.37

30.38

N/A

27.66

24.93

Axial length (mm)
OD

0.2

0.6

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.2

0.3

BCVA
OS

0.6 normal

1.0 normal

1.0 normal

1.0 normal

0.6 normal

0.5 N/A

0.4 absent

0.2 absent

rod

SD

SD

normal

normal

SD

N/A

diminished

diminished

cone

ERG responses

Abbreviations: BCVA: best corrected visual acuity; ERG: electrophysiology; EC: early childhood; M: male; F: female; OD: right eye; OS: left eye; SD: slightly diminished;
N/A: not available.

M

c.121delG

Gender

c.626G>C

Mutation

Table 3. Clinical information of eight subjects with the mutations in our study.
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Figure 3. Fundus photography
results for the right eyes of the
probands carrying the c.626G>C,
c.121delG, and c.529–530delGCinsAT variants and of a normal
control. Typical changes that occur
due to high myopia, including the
“tigroid” appearance of the posterior retina, are shown; the optic
nerve head crescent is shown in all
of the fundus photographs of the
probands.

Figure 4. ERG results for the c.626G>C, c.121delG, and to c.529–530delGCinsAT probands and for a normal control. The subjects with the
c.626G>C and c.121delG mutations show a complete absence of rod pathway function and a diminished cone waveform. The subject with
the c.529–530delGCinsAT mutation shows normal rod pathway function and a slightly diminished cone waveform.
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early childhood. Not only did she have difficulty walking in
dim environments, but she also displayed obvious symptoms
of nystagmus, i.e., horizontal, oblique, pendular, jerky, and
dysconjugate eye movements. From the ERG, we could detect
an extinguished, dark-adapted b-wave response, a diminished
electronegative mixed rod-cone response, decreased scotopic
oscillatory potentials, and a mildly reduced amplitude of the
cone response, which was typical of CSNB1 (Figure 4). Taken
together, the novel mutations c.626G>C p. (Arg209Pro) and
c.121delG p. (p.Glu41fs*100) were detected in two highly
myopic patients with CSNB1.
The c.335T>C p. (Leu112Pro) variation is a missense
mutation found in a 14-year-old boy who carried spherical
equivalents of –9.00 D (OD) and −10.00 D (OS) when he
was eleven. A funduscopic observation by an experienced
ophthalmologist revealed myopia fundus changes typical of
high myopia. However, given the incomplete clinical data,
we could not determine whether he had CSNB1. Through a
telephone interview, we learned that the unaided vision of his
parents was normal and that they did not have night blindness. This NYX mutation co-segregated with high myopia in
our analysis (Figure 2), and c.335T>C p. (Leu112Pro) was
predicted to be damaging by SIFT, Condel, Provean, and
Polyphen-2.
As well, to c.529_530delGCinsAT p. (Ala177Thr) was
previously reported to affect the development of isolated high
myopia [38]. This mutation was detected in a 15-year-old
boy from an X-linked, recessive, high myopia family who
exhibited spherical equivalents of −21.0 D (OD) and −20.0 D
(OS). A “tigroid” appearance of the posterior retina and optic
nerve head crescent were detected in the fundus of the boy
(Figure 3). We did not observe symptoms of nystagmus or
strabismus or other signs of CSNB1. The boy’s ERG showed
a normal rod response and a slightly diminished cone waveform. It must be noted that the dark-adapted b-wave response,
electronegative mixed rod-cone response, and scotopic oscillatory potentials were within normal ranges. The ERG of this
boy was completely different from a patient with CSNB1.
It was easy for him to play games and walk alone in dim
light, and his family indicated no signs of night blindness.
After careful examination of his family members, we found
that two of the boy’s brothers exhibited the same symptoms:
high myopia, normal rod function, and no signs of nyctalopia (Table 3). In summary, we found a proband with the
to c.529–530delGCinsAT variant in brothers who were diagnosed with isolated high myopia. This mutation was predicted
by Polyphen-2, Condel, and SIFT to be damaging. However,
after the co-segregation analysis of this family, we found that
a brother of the proband had isolated high myopia but did not
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carry this mutation. As the loci of X-linked myopia had been
mapped to Xq28 and Xq23–27.2, called MYP1 and MYP13,
respectively, we performed a linkage analysis of MYP1 and
MYP13 for this family (Figure 2). It was conserved between
DXS1227 and DXS1073 in the haplotype analysis, which was
present in the males with high myopia and the unaffected
female carrier. That is, the high myopia in this family might
be mapped to MYP1.
As high myopia is the most common ocular disorder in
human beings and the etiology is heterogeneous, the pathogenesis of this disorder may differ among the three affected
siblings. Therefore, the high myopia of another brother of
the proband, who does not have the c.529_530delGCinsAT
to mutation, might be caused by other reasons. However, we
could not neglect the possible role of MYP1. Taken together,
a further analysis is needed to illuminate the cause of high
myopia in this family, and the role of NYX in this case of
isolated high myopia is ambiguous.
DISCUSSION
In this study, two novel NYX mutations (c.626G>C and
c.121delG) were detected in two highly myopic families
with CSNB1. Another novel mutation (c.335T>C) was
found in a boy with high myopia who may or may not
have CSNB1, and a fourth previously reported mutation
(c.529_530delGCinsAT) [37] was detected in a patient with
isolated high myopia. All four mutations were predicted to
be detrimental by online algorithms, and the affected amino
acids were conserved across nine species. A further analysis
was conducted of the available members of these four families. The c.335T>C mutation co-segregated with high myopia
with or without CSNB1, but an affected brother did not carry
the same mutation as the proband; instead, this brother had a
c.529_530delGCinsAT to mutation in the NYX gene. Overall,
three mutations were found in highly myopic families with or
without CSNB1. However, we did not obtain enough evidence
to conclude that NYX plays an independent role in isolated
high myopia.
The NYX gene is located on chromosome Xp11.4
(OMIM 300278) and encodes the 481-amino acid nyctalopin protein, which contains 11 consecutive LRRs [39].
Currently, 59 mutations detected in NYX have been associated with CSNB1, and most of these mutations are located
in the LRRs. The c.626G>C, c.121delG, c.335T>C, and to
c.529_530delGCinsAT mutations are located in the regions
encoding the sixth, first, third, and fifth LRRs of nyctalopin,
respectively. Furthermore, these four affected amino acids are
conserved in several species. Although the exact function of
nyctalopin is unknown, these four mutations in the LRRs may
220
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play important roles in CSNB1. Recently, nyctalopin has been
reported to interact with TRPM1 and GRM6, where it plays a
significant role in mediating protein–protein interactions, e.g.,
in retinal processing to transmit the biochemical signal from
photoreceptors to bipolar cells [40-42]. CSNB1 patients with
NYX mutations have functional deficits in synaptic transmission that can be detected using full-field ERG. The clinical
diagnosis of CSNB1 is typically based on an ERG with a
reduced rod waveform. The patients carrying the c.626G>C
and c.121delG mutations presented ERGs consistent with the
typical ERG associated with CSNB1. As for the slightly diminished cone waveform, several studies showed that the conemediated ON pathway is associated with myopia [36,37]. The
clinical data of the participants carrying the c.626G>C and
c.121delG variants were in accord with those of highly myopic
patients with CSNB1. Furthermore, although c.626G>C was
a missense mutation and c.121delG was a truncation mutation, we did not find much difference in the severities of
their phenotypes. Our data therefore provide additional data
indicating the complexity of the relationship between NYX
mutations, high myopia, and CSNB1, and it can be useful
as we continue to develop our understanding of the structure–function relationships of nyctalopin. Two recent studies
have reported that the c.144C>G, c.572_573delGCinsAA,
and c.529_530delGCinsAT mutations had vital effects on
isolated high myopia [36,37]. The small indel mutation to
c.529–530delGCinsAT was also found in one of our families. The patients in this family were diagnosed with isolated
high myopia; however, we found that the proband and one
affected brother had the c.529_530delGCinsAT mutation,
while another high myopic brother did not carry the same
mutation. As previous studies identified two loci (MYP1 and
MYP13) associated with X-linked high myopia [19,28,43,44],
we performed a genotyping and linkage study on these two
loci and found that the high myopia of this family may map to
MYP1. There was no doubt that the etiology of high myopia
in this study was heterogeneous, resulting in different family
members in one high myopic family developing the disease
due to different causes. In this family, the affected brother
carrying the different mutation might also carry another
mutation in another gene that causes high myopia. Generally
speaking, we could not confirm that the high myopia in this
family was associated with NYX or MYP1, and the deduction
that NYX is a candidate gene for isolated high myopia requires
more evidence to be confirmed.
Taken together, we expanded the mutation spectrum of
NYX for high-myopic patients with CSNB1, but more studies
are needed to elucidate the association between isolated high
myopia and the NYX gene. Our data therefore provide additional evidence concerning the complex relationship among
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NYX mutations, high myopia, and CSNB1, and it will be
useful as we continue to develop our understanding of the
structure–function relationships of nyctalopin.
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